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Looking at yesterday's elections, Polipundit says someone had a very bad day.  
It’s hard to see how yesterday’s elections could have possibly gone better for conservatives: 

 North Carolina added marriage protection to its constitution by a margin of 61-39! 
 Richard Mourdock defeated Obama’s favorite senator – the longest-serving Republican 

senator – by 61-39! 
 Scott Walker got more votes than his two Democrat opponents combined, even though 

he was “running” unopposed in the Republican primary! 

There is no hope for Democrats in these results. None. Not even the smallest glimpse of a silver 
lining. 

For Democrats, these results are worse than 2010. They show a continuation of that year’s tidal 
wave, with conservatives fired up and ready to punish Democrats and liberal causes. 

If conservative passion can hold for another six months, Republicans can be expected to 
significantly outperform their poll numbers in November. 

That should send a chill down the spine of all those Democrats who are merely tied with their 
Republican opponents right now. Being tied in the polls is no longer good enough. Democrats 
need a 5-10 point lead now to survive November. 

And guess which Democrat presidential candidate is currently tied in the polls with his 
Republican challenger… 

  
  
Bill Kristol says let Romney be Romney.  
No whining. No nagging. No teeth-gnashing. These are our springtime resolutions here at The 
Weekly Standard, at the beginning of the six-month general election campaign to select the next 
president of the United States. 

Let’s stipulate once and for all that Mitt Romney isn’t a perfect candidate, that he’ll have trouble 
connecting with some voters, and that he’ll at times fall short of compellingly articulating a 
reformist conservative agenda for the 21st century. We’ll further stipulate once and for all that 
the Romney campaign will be at times annoyingly ham-handed, at other times exasperatingly 
short-sighted, and will prove in general only imperfectly capable of presenting Romney to the 
American people as the right man for the job. And we’ll additionally stipulate that some Romney 
supporters will say silly things, that some Romney surrogates will make unconvincing 
arguments, that various elements of the Republican party will sometimes behave stupidly, and 
that even some conservatives will say embarrassing things as well. 

It will all be water off our duck-like back here at The Weekly Standard. We won’t worry about it, 
and we’ll try not even to notice it, since there’s not much we can do about it. And the good news 
is that, at the end of the day, it will probably all be water off the voters’ backs too. Mitt Romney 



will be the kind of candidate he is, he’ll run the kind of campaign he runs—and he’ll probably 
defeat President Obama. 

Indeed, he probably has a better chance to win if he relaxes and runs as .��.��. himself. ... 

  
  
Matthew Continetti is annoyed with Generalissimo Obama.  
One of President Obama’s most annoying habits is his tendency to mistake the 300 million 
people of the United States for soldiers in an army charged with national reconstruction. He, of 
course, is the general. 

The tic is often barely perceptible, revealed subtly in those moments when Obama decries 
partisan politics for interfering with his plans; when he speaks of coming together for the 
common purpose of redistributing private income to—sorry, “investing” taxpayer dollars in—
Democratic client groups; and during the rare occasions when he feels it necessary to address 
the nation on matters of national security and war. 

Here is the president in August 2010, announcing the end of combat operations in Iraq: “And so 
at this moment, as we wind down the war in Iraq, we must tackle those challenges at home with 
as much energy, and grit, and sense of common purpose as our men and women in uniform 
who have served abroad.” 

The way to “honor” American heroes who serve overseas, Obama said, is “by coming together, 
all of us, and working to secure the dream that so many generations have fought for—the dream 
that a better life awaits anyone who is willing to work for it and reach for it.” 

What does “coming together” mean? Why, silly, it means passing Obama’s domestic agenda: ... 

  
  
Finally the media is vetting the president. IBD editors have the story about the lies in 
his autobiography.  
Our president, it seems, is quite the fabulist. A new book reveals he fabricated yet another story 
in his 1995 memoir, this one about a white girlfriend complaining about black anger. 

In his supposedly nonfiction memoir, "Dreams From My Father," Obama claims he and the 
girlfriend got into a "big fight" after seeing a New York play by a black writer. He became 
annoyed when she allegedly asked "why black people were so angry all the time." 

Obama biographer David Maraniss contacted the former girlfriend, Genevieve Cook, who insists 
the scene never took place. She says they never even saw a show by a black playwright. 

Maraniss, who works for the Washington Post, snagged an interview with the president and 
asked him about the discrepancy. Obama agreed with Cook's account. 

So why did he make up the anecdote? He told Maraniss it was a "useful theme to make about 
sort of the interactions that I had in the relationships with white girlfriends." 



How convenient — especially when the overall theme of his bitter memoir is white racism. 

Obama told another whopper in his autobiography. He wrote that while thumbing through a copy 
of Life magazine, he came across a story about a black man who underwent chemical 
treatments to lighten his skin. He claims he recoiled in horror at the photo of the bleached man, 
who looked like "an albino." 

Then he says he got so angry that "I felt my face and neck get hot." He was upset that 
blackness was so condemned in America that a black man would resort to making himself 
white. 

Only, that story wasn't true, either. Life never published such an article. 

Obama also grossly exaggerates his own battles with racism while attending a mostly white 
prep school in Honolulu. ... 

  
And the Washington Post writes on the shrinking labor force.  
If the same percentage of adults were in the workforce today as when Barack Obama took 
office, the unemployment rate would be 11.1 percent. If the percentage was where it was when 
George W. Bush took office, the unemployment rate would be 13.1 percent.  

That helps explain a seeming contradiction in the unemployment numbers — the rate keeps 
dropping even though job creation has been soft.  

In April, the U.S. economy added a mere 115,000 jobs, according to Bureau of Labor Statistics 
data released Friday. In a normal month, that would not even be enough to keep up with new 
entrants into the labor market. But in this economy, it was enough to drive unemployment from 
8.2 percent down to 8.1 percent, the lowest point since January 2009. 

The explanation is a little-watched measure known as the “labor force participation rate.” That 
tracks the number of working-age Americans who are holding a job or looking for one. Between 
March and April, it dropped by 342,000. But because the official unemployment rate counts only 
those workers who are actively seeking work, that actually made the unemployment rate go 
down. 

Critics of the Obama administration have been quick to seize on this as the real reason for the 
falling unemployment rate. In February, the Republican National Committee released a research 
note on “The Missing Worker,” arguing that “over 3 million unemployed workers have called it 
quits due to Obamanomics.” 

Economists say the story is considerably more complicated. For one thing, the trend predates 
President Obama. And while part of the story is clearly that the labor force is shrinking because 
the bad economy is driving workers out, another significant factor is that baby boomers are 
beginning to retire early — a trend that has worrying implications for future growth. ... 

  
  
 



Same numbers with a hard right spin from Ricochet.  
... The Labor Force Participation Rate shows what percentage of people are working, looking for 
a job and not looking for a job.  It is a better yardstick to measure the workforce in America than 
is the usually cited "unemployment rate" which doesn't count people  who are so frustrated they 
stopped looking for a job. 

The graph shows a huge upswing in labor participation through the Reagan years.  George 
H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton and George W. Bush kept the numbers up in Reagan territory.   Since 
Obama has taken over, he has wiped out the entirety of the Reagan gains. ... 

  
  
Walter Russell Mead says there is a war against the young.  
An analysis of recent jobs figures at Investor.com reveals a disturbing development: the biggest 
beneficiaries from the economic recovery are Boomers, while everyone else is getting the shaft. 

Since the Obama administration took office, there has been an epochal shift. Young workers 
have continued to lose jobs and incomes, while older workers have actually gained ground. 

In fact, the Obama administration has seen a boom in the prospects of the 55+ crowd; their (I 
should say ‘our’) employment stands at a 42 year high. Net, there are 3.9 million new jobs for 
people over 55 since the recession began in December 2007, but there are 8.1 million fewer 
jobs for the young folks since that time. 

Neither group may feel particularly grateful. Many of the older people working are people who 
decided to defer retirement, perhaps after their portfolios or pensions took a hit. The gains in 
employment are even higher among the 60+ set than among the 55-and-overs. 

Still, it’s ironic to say the least that a president swept into power on a tsunami of young voter 
support has presided over a boom for the grannies and a bust for the kids. Logically, President 
Obama should expect to do somewhat better among senior citizens and worse among young 
people than in his first campaign — but logic often goes one way and politics another. 

We shall see. 

Another day, another column on government foolishness from Thomas Sowell.  
Apparently the soaring national debt and the threat of a nuclear Iran are not enough to occupy 
the government's time, because the Obama administration is pushing to force Westchester 
County, N.Y., to create more low-income housing, in order to mix and match classes and races 
to fit the government's preconceptions.  

Behind all this busy work for bureaucrats and ideologues is the idea that there is something 
wrong if a community does not have an even or random distribution of various kinds of people. 
This arbitrary assumption is that the absence of evenness or randomness — whether in 
employment, housing or innumerable other situations — shows a "problem" that has to be 
"corrected." 

No speck of evidence is considered necessary for this assumption to prevail at any level of 
government, including the Supreme Court of the United States. No one has to show the 



existence, much less the prevalence, of an even or random distribution of different segments of 
the population — in any country, anywhere in the world, or at any period of history. 

Nothing is more common than for people to sort themselves out when it comes to residential 
housing, whether by class, race or other factors. 

When there was a large Jewish population living on New York's lower east side, a century ago, 
Jews did not live at random among themselves. Polish Jews had their neighborhoods, 
Rumanian Jews theirs, and so on. Meanwhile German Jews lived uptown. In Chicago, when 
Eastern European Jews began moving into German Jewish neighborhoods, German Jews 
began moving out. 

It was much the same story in Harlem or in other urban ghettoes, where blacks did not live at 
random among themselves. Landmark scholarly studies by E. Franklin Frazier in the 1930s 
showed in detail how different neighborhoods within the ghettoes had people of different 
educational and income levels, with different male\female ratios and different ways of life living 
in different places. 

  
 
 
 

  
Polipundit 
Obama’s awful, terrible, catastrophically bad day 

It’s hard to see how yesterday’s elections could have possibly gone better for conservatives: 

 North Carolina added marriage protection to its constitution by a margin of 61-39! 
 Richard Mourdock defeated Obama’s favorite senator – the longest-serving Republican 

senator – by 61-39! 
 Scott Walker got more votes than his two Democrat opponents combined, even though 

he was “running” unopposed in the Republican primary! 

There is no hope for Democrats in these results. None. Not even the smallest glimpse of a silver 
lining. 

For Democrats, these results are worse than 2010. They show a continuation of that year’s tidal 
wave, with conservatives fired up and ready to punish Democrats and liberal causes. 

If conservative passion can hold for another six months, Republicans can be expected to 
significantly outperform their poll numbers in November. 

That should send a chill down the spine of all those Democrats who are merely tied with their 
Republican opponents right now. Being tied in the polls is no longer good enough. Democrats 
need a 5-10 point lead now to survive November. 

And guess which Democrat presidential candidate is currently tied in the polls with his 
Republican challenger… 



  
Weekly Standard 
Let Romney Be Romney 
by William Kristol 

No whining. No nagging. No teeth-gnashing. These are our springtime resolutions here at The 
Weekly Standard, at the beginning of the six-month general election campaign to select the next 
president of the United States. 

Let’s stipulate once and for all that Mitt Romney isn’t a perfect candidate, that he’ll have trouble 
connecting with some voters, and that he’ll at times fall short of compellingly articulating a 
reformist conservative agenda for the 21st century. We’ll further stipulate once and for all that 
the Romney campaign will be at times annoyingly ham-handed, at other times exasperatingly 
short-sighted, and will prove in general only imperfectly capable of presenting Romney to the 
American people as the right man for the job. And we’ll additionally stipulate that some Romney 
supporters will say silly things, that some Romney surrogates will make unconvincing 
arguments, that various elements of the Republican party will sometimes behave stupidly, and 
that even some conservatives will say embarrassing things as well. 

It will all be water off our duck-like back here at The Weekly Standard. We won’t worry about it, 
and we’ll try not even to notice it, since there’s not much we can do about it. And the good news 
is that, at the end of the day, it will probably all be water off the voters’ backs too. Mitt Romney 
will be the kind of candidate he is, he’ll run the kind of campaign he runs—and he’ll probably 
defeat President Obama. 

Indeed, he probably has a better chance to win if he relaxes and runs as .��.��. himself. Most 
candidates aren’t very good at trying to be what they’re not. In 1996, Bob Dole said he’d try to 
sound like Ronald Reagan if that’s what people wanted. He picked Jack Kemp as a running 
mate to try to spice up the ticket and embraced a tax plan he didn’t really believe in and couldn’t 
explain. It didn’t work.  

In 2004, John Kerry, who had voted for the Iraq war for political reasons, overdid his attacks on 
the Bush administration to try to compensate. He sought preemptively to neutralize concerns 
over liberal dovishness by “reporting for duty” at the Democratic convention, which opened the 
door to the Swift Boat veterans and reminders of his antiwar testimony to Congress in 1971. He 
lost. 

Mitt Romney is an intelligent, hardworking, pragmatic problem-solver with a conservative 
disposition. He might as well present himself that way. It will be easier than any alternative self-
presentation, and has the added advantage that it’s probably what a majority of the country 
wants right now. So we say to our fellow conservatives: Let Romney be Romney. 

And we say to the Romney campaign: Let us conservatives be conservatives. We won’t whine 
or gnash our teeth over the candidate’s shortcomings. In return, we shouldn’t be whined at or 
hear teeth-gnashing as we articulate our more ambitious, further-reaching, and more thorough-
going agenda for taking on the liberal status quo on behalf of the grand cause of limited and 
constitutional self-government. 



As for Romney, conservatives might think of him as progressives did Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
in 1932. FDR was also, like Romney, an intelligent, hardworking, pragmatic problem-solving 
governor. In FDR’s case, he was a pragmatist with a liberal disposition. 

That’s why “movement” progressives, bold reformers, and serious critics of the status quo in 
1932 longed not for FDR but for the second coming of Woodrow Wilson. Wilson’s two terms as 
president, they thought, had begun to move America into the modern era, and progressives 
wanted another kindred spirit to continue the job. Similarly, conservatives in 2012 longed for 
another movement conservative to continue the work President Reagan began. 

The progressives didn’t get another Wilson, and we’re not getting another Reagan. But the 
progressives had so taken over the commanding intellectual and political heights of the 
Democratic party, and had so effectively developed an across-the-board agenda for the country, 
that they didn’t really need another Wilson. The pragmatic Roosevelt ended up presiding over 
the next stage of progressivism. Progressives were at times frustrated by FDR’s circuitous 
pursuit of the liberal agenda while in office. But FDR became an even more consequential 
liberal president than Wilson. 

We understand that 2012 isn’t 1932, and that Romney isn’t Roosevelt. For one thing, FDR had 
in fact been a Wilsonian, while Romney wasn’t a Reaganite. It’s also the case that the waves of 
progressivism somehow seemed to be helped along by the currents of history, whereas the next 
wave of conservative reform will have to battle various forces of history.  

Still, reality is conservative, so that’s an advantage for conservatives. And the Republican party 
has lots of impressive reformers—ranging from Mitch Daniels to Chris Christie to Bob 
McDonnell to Susana Martinez in statehouses, from Marco Rubio to Kelly Ayotte to Paul Ryan 
and many others in Congress—who can help Romney and conservatism along. 

Romney could be to Reagan as—mutatis mutandis—FDR was to Wilson. But only if 
conservatives outside the Romney campaign can be as successful—intellectually and politically
—as our progressive forebears were, both in making our case to the American people in 2012, 
and in governing in 2013. 

So let Romney be Romney. Let conservatives be conservative. And let freedom ring! 

Free Beacon 
Generalissimo Obama 
Presidential rhetoric shows the antidemocratic strain in progressivism 
 
by Matthew Continetti 

One of President Obama’s most annoying habits is his tendency to mistake the 300 million 
people of the United States for soldiers in an army charged with national reconstruction. He, of 
course, is the general. 

The tic is often barely perceptible, revealed subtly in those moments when Obama decries 
partisan politics for interfering with his plans; when he speaks of coming together for the 
common purpose of redistributing private income to—sorry, “investing” taxpayer dollars in—



Democratic client groups; and during the rare occasions when he feels it necessary to address 
the nation on matters of national security and war. 

Here is the president in August 2010, announcing the end of combat operations in Iraq: “And so 
at this moment, as we wind down the war in Iraq, we must tackle those challenges at home with 
as much energy, and grit, and sense of common purpose as our men and women in uniform 
who have served abroad.” 

The way to “honor” American heroes who serve overseas, Obama said, is “by coming together, 
all of us, and working to secure the dream that so many generations have fought for—the dream 
that a better life awaits anyone who is willing to work for it and reach for it.” 

What does “coming together” mean? Why, silly, it means passing Obama’s domestic agenda: 
more money for education and job training and to “jumpstart industries that create jobs, and end 
our dependence on foreign oil,” and just happen to be owned by donors to the president’s 
campaigns. Missing from the 2010 speech was a line saying the path to heroism is through 
support for the Buffett Rule, probably because David Axelrod hadn’t yet come up with that 
particular gimmick. 

The nation-as-army metaphor reemerged, dramatically, as the 2012 campaign began. Jonah 
Goldberg was justifiably disgusted at the message of this year’s State of the Union Address, in 
which the president suggested that Americans as a whole might take their cues from uniformed 
soldiers who are “not consumed with personal ambition,” “don’t obsess over their differences,” 
“focus on the mission at hand,” and “work together.” 

Obama finds inspiration in the most hierarchical and selfless elements of military life. “Imagine 
what we could accomplish if we followed their example,” he said. We imagine all of us would 
have to buy health insurance. Taxes and spending would be high. A new Volt would sit in every 
driveway. 

The commander-in-chief issued additional orders in recent days. When he unveiled his latest 
campaign slogan Monday, he told his supporters, and presumably the rest of the country, that it 
is time to march “Forward,” lemming-like, off a cliff. 

And on Tuesday, in the televised address at the close of his targeted Afghan night raid, Obama 
challenged his audience to “summon that same sense of common purpose” one finds in “our 
soldiers, our sailors, our airmen, Marines, Coast Guardsmen, and civilians in Afghanistan,” and 
“redouble our efforts to build a nation worthy of their sacrifice.” 

Obama’s social militarism inverts civil-military relations in a democratic republic. Traditionally—
and one suspects that this is still the case for practically all servicemen—men and women join 
the Armed Forces because they believe America is worthy of their duty and protection. But 
Obama seems to suggest that, sorry, we are not quite there yet. The America that actually is 
“worthy of their sacrifice” has not come into existence. It exists “forward,” somewhere in the 
future. We must bring it into being by emulating the self-sacrificing troops, by suppressing our 
ambition and disagreement and differences, by “focusing on the mission” of building our country 
on a New Foundation. 



The problems with this mindset are obvious. Obama has it totally backwards. The greatness of 
our troops derives from the fact that they sacrifice so the American people can enjoy their 
constitutionally protected liberty to pursue happiness in manifold ways. What the soldiers are 
protecting—and what the president swears to uphold and defend—does not exist in the future 
but was ratified more than 200 years in the past: The Constitution of the United States, whose 
separation of powers, federalism, and checks and balances protect the liberties defined as self-
evident in the Declaration of Independence. These documents may be old and sometimes 
“confusing,” but they have served our country admirably and are the reason America is 
exceptional in a way that England and Greece are not. 

Nor is a continent-spanning economy something that you command like an army, especially if it 
is a more-free-market-than-not economy with established property rights and the rule of law. 
Free economies fuel prosperity by relying on the inspiration, innovation, investment, 
consumption, labor, and trial and error of hundreds of millions of individuals making independent 
decisions, not all of which conform with what liberals in the press and politics currently view as 
“rational.” 

A nation, a free nation, is not an army. The citizens of a free nation do not always share 
consumer preferences or a sense of common purpose. Like a good jobs czar, GE’s Jeff Immelt 
may want all American to “root” for his company and do what they can to help it succeed, but 
Americans still have every right to take their business elsewhere. There is something 
undemocratic in thinking that one should stop squabbling, strap on their boots, and get to work 
for Obama. One would do that only if the questions surrounding public life and public policy are 
settled. But they are not settled—not at all. Obama acknowledges as much when he laments he 
is not president of China or when he says that bypassing Congress and changing the laws “on 
my own is very tempting.” 

In his likening of the nation to an army, Obama once again reduces the conflict between 
conservatism and liberalism to its core. The goal of modern liberalism, wrote Leo Strauss, “may 
be said to be the universal and classless society or, to use the correction proposed by Kojève, 
the universal and homogenous state of which every adult human being is a full member.” That 
sounds very much like membership in a battalion. 

Against this, modern conservatives propose the goal of a constitutional federal republic, where 
the equal protection of natural rights necessarily will result in inequalities of property or 
achievement simply because men have different skills and talents. “Conservatives look with 
greater sympathy than liberals on the particular or particularist and the heterogeneous,” Strauss 
wrote. We are more likely to wish to preserve our differences, in the knowledge that the liberal 
project of uniformity is undesirable and unfeasible. We are the conscientious objectors to 
Obama’s forward march. And we are not alone. 

Investors.com  -  Editorial 
Obama's Memoir A Tissue Of Lies 

Public Trust: Our president, it seems, is quite the fabulist. A new book reveals he fabricated yet 
another story in his 1995 memoir, this one about a white girlfriend complaining about black 
anger. 



In his supposedly nonfiction memoir, "Dreams From My Father," Obama claims he and the 
girlfriend got into a "big fight" after seeing a New York play by a black writer. He became 
annoyed when she allegedly asked "why black people were so angry all the time." 

Obama biographer David Maraniss contacted the former girlfriend, Genevieve Cook, who insists 
the scene never took place. She says they never even saw a show by a black playwright. 

Maraniss, who works for the Washington Post, snagged an interview with the president and 
asked him about the discrepancy. Obama agreed with Cook's account. 

So why did he make up the anecdote? He told Maraniss it was a "useful theme to make about 
sort of the interactions that I had in the relationships with white girlfriends." 

How convenient — especially when the overall theme of his bitter memoir is white racism. 

Obama told another whopper in his autobiography. He wrote that while thumbing through a copy 
of Life magazine, he came across a story about a black man who underwent chemical 
treatments to lighten his skin. He claims he recoiled in horror at the photo of the bleached man, 
who looked like "an albino." 

Then he says he got so angry that "I felt my face and neck get hot." He was upset that 
blackness was so condemned in America that a black man would resort to making himself 
white. 

Only, that story wasn't true, either. Life never published such an article. 

Obama also grossly exaggerates his own battles with racism while attending a mostly white 
prep school in Honolulu. 

He wrote that he commiserated with his only black friend, a character named "Ray." The 
Chicago Tribune tracked down the real guy, a half-Japanese Hawaiian named Keith Kakugawa, 
and found they never even talked about race. 

"The idea that his biggest struggle was race is (bull)," Kakugawa said. 

After graduating from Columbia University, Obama says he took a Manhattan job in an 
unidentified "consulting house to international corporations," where he acted as "a spy behind 
enemy lines." In fact, he worked for a small newsletter publisher. 

Countless other tall tales are in his book. At the same time, he disguised the identity of several 
radicals with whom he closely associated, including members of the Communist Party under FBI 
investigation. 

Whenever questions about Obama and his enigmatic past bubble up, the Obama camp refers to 
his memoir, which he wrote as a 34-year-old lawyer, as if it were a transparent and candid 
account of his life and not the tissue of lies that it's turning out to be. 

In the 2008 race, for example, Michelle Obama brushed off questions about her husband's ties 
to Bill Ayers and other anti-American radicals by using that very tactic. 



"People have gotten to know Barack — he's written a book," she said. 

Mrs. Obama added that he's "been thoroughly vetted. And I think people know Barack Obama." 

In fact, the vetting of this president has just begun. And we're learning only now, after he's been 
in office almost four years, that he has a disturbing habit of telling stories he wants the public to 
hear, while concealing information and connections he doesn't want it to know. 

What else is Obama making up? Or hiding? 

If he plays fast and loose with the facts in his own autobiography, how can voters trust he's 
telling the truth about national issues? 

Or about his agenda? 

  
  
Washington Post 
The incredible shrinking labor force  
by Brad Plumer 

If the same percentage of adults were in the workforce today as when Barack Obama took 
office, the unemployment rate would be 11.1 percent. If the percentage was where it was when 
George W. Bush took office, the unemployment rate would be 13.1 percent. 

           

That helps explain a seeming contradiction in the unemployment numbers — the rate keeps 
dropping even though job creation has been soft.  



In April, the U.S. economy added a mere 115,000 jobs, according to Bureau of Labor Statistics 
data released Friday. In a normal month, that would not even be enough to keep up with new 
entrants into the labor market. But in this economy, it was enough to drive unemployment from 
8.2 percent down to 8.1 percent, the lowest point since January 2009. 

The explanation is a little-watched measure known as the “labor force participation rate.” That 
tracks the number of working-age Americans who are holding a job or looking for one. Between 
March and April, it dropped by 342,000. But because the official unemployment rate counts only 
those workers who are actively seeking work, that actually made the unemployment rate go 
down. 

Critics of the Obama administration have been quick to seize on this as the real reason for the 
falling unemployment rate. In February, the Republican National Committee released a research 
note on “The Missing Worker,” arguing that “over 3 million unemployed workers have called it 
quits due to Obamanomics.” 

Economists say the story is considerably more complicated. For one thing, the trend predates 
President Obama. And while part of the story is clearly that the labor force is shrinking because 
the bad economy is driving workers out, another significant factor is that baby boomers are 
beginning to retire early — a trend that has worrying implications for future growth. 

An accelerating trend  

The percentage of Americans in the labor force has been declining for more than a decade. In 
January 2000, 67.3 percent of Americans had a job or were actively seeking work. By 2007, just 
before the recession, that had fallen to 66 percent. In January 2009, the month Obama 
assumed the presidency, it was 65.7 percent. Since then, it has fallen to 63.6 percent, a level 
not seen since the first year of the Reagan administration. 

The implications for returning to what economists call “full employment” are significant. 
According to calculations by Michael Greenstone of the Hamilton Project, if the labor force 
grows by 90,000 a month, then an economy creating 200,000 jobs a month would take about 
eight years to return to full employment. If the labor force grows by 125,000 a month — 
plausible if discouraged workers begin returning to the labor force — it will take almost 14 years 
to return to full employment. 

The ‘discouraged worker’ story  

It’s easy to see why some workers would, in the current environment, get discouraged and stop 
looking for work altogether. There are about 3.7 job seekers for every available opening. 

“We’re not going to see the labor force tick back up until there are enough opportunities that the 
people who enter aren’t faced with months of fruitless job searches,” said Heidi Shierholz, an 
economist at the Economic Policy Institute. 

Once the economy improves, the theory goes, more workers will start searching for jobs and the 
unemployment rate will go back up. 



The more worrying possibility is that workers discouraged by bleak job prospects will find 
themselves unable to return to the labor market even after it improves. About 41 percent of the 
unemployed have been out of work for more than 27 weeks, and economists have found that as 
workers remain jobless for extended periods of time, their skills erode, their work contacts move 
on, their motivation wanes and they have difficulty returning to the labor force when the 
economy picks back up. They move from being unemployed to being almost unemployable. 

The ‘demographics’ story  

But a number of economists are arguing that the recession is distracting people from the real 
story — long-run demographic trends that have nothing to do with the current economy. Baby 
boomers are starting to retire en masse, which means that there are fewer eligible American 
workers. 

Demographics have always played a big role in the rise and fall of the labor force. Between 
1960 and 2000, the labor force in the United States surged from 59 percent to a peak of 
67.3 percent. That was largely due to the fact that more women were entering the labor force 
while improvements in health and information technology allowed Americans to work more 
years. 

But since 2000, the labor force rate has been steadily declining as the baby-boom generation 
has been retiring. Because of this, the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago expects the labor force 
participation rate to be lower in 2020 than it is today, regardless of how well the economy does. 

In a March report titled “Dispelling an Urban Legend,” Dean Maki, an economist at Barclays 
Capital, found that demographics accounted for a majority of the drop in the participation rate 
since 2002. 

A smaller workforce means less growth  

And what about the most recent downturn? Based on survey data, Maki found that about 
35 percent of Americans who have dropped out of the labor force since the recession began in 
2007 do want a job, but they have become too discouraged to fire off résumés. That’s a sign of 
a weak labor market. But the other 65 percent are people who have left the labor force and do 
not want a job. The biggest chunk of that group seems to be composed of baby boomers, those 
55 and older, who have decided to retire early. 

That suggests, Maki and his colleagues wrote, that unemployment will not necessarily start 
ticking up again as the economy keeps adding jobs, as many people expect. 

“Such an event has not happened in the past and we do not believe it will this time either,” they 
argued. 

Other reports find a smaller — but still significant — role for demographics. The Chicago Fed 
estimates that retirements accounted for only about one-quarter of the drop in labor force 
participation since the recession began. 

One thing that makes it hard to predict future retirement trends, Greenstone says, is that it is 
unclear how many older Americans will postpone retirement and work longer to rebuild their 



401(k)s and retirement savings that were battered by the recession. That would increase the 
size of the labor force in the coming years. 

“We’ve seen some indication of this recently,” Greenstone said. “But we still don’t know if it’s a 
short-term blip or long-term trend.” 

How fast the labor force shrinks will also have implications for future U.S. growth prospects. The 
Barclays report, which argues that older workers are retiring more quickly than most economists 
had assumed, projected long-run economic growth at around 2 percent. That’s significantly 
lower than the Federal Reserve’s forecast of somewhere between 2.3 percent and 2.6 percent. 

  
Ricochet 
Four Years of Obama Undoes Eight Years of Reagan 
 
by Tommy De Seno 
  

 

Wow this graph really says it all. 

The Labor Force Participation Rate shows what percentage of people are working, looking for a 
job and not looking for a job.  It is a better yardstick to measure the workforce in America than is 
the usually cited "unemployment rate" which doesn't count people  who are so frustrated they 
stopped looking for a job. 

The graph shows a huge upswing in labor participation through the Reagan years.  George 
H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton and George W. Bush kept the numbers up in Reagan territory.   Since 
Obama has taken over, he has wiped out the entirety of the Reagan gains. 



Hat tip to www.ZeroHedge.com for the graph. 

They also have an excellent piece on why the unemployment rate right now is really 11.6%, not 
the 8.1% the administration is claiming.  Read it here. 

  
  
American Interest 
The War Against The Young 
by Walter Russell Mead 

An analysis of recent jobs figures at Investor.com reveals a disturbing development: the biggest 
beneficiaries from the economic recovery are Boomers, while everyone else is getting the shaft. 

Since the Obama administration took office, there has been an epochal shift. Young workers 
have continued to lose jobs and incomes, while older workers have actually gained ground. 

In fact, the Obama administration has seen a boom in the prospects of the 55+ crowd; their (I 
should say ‘our’) employment stands at a 42 year high. Net, there are 3.9 million new jobs for 
people over 55 since the recession began in December 2007, but there are 8.1 million fewer 
jobs for the young folks since that time. 

Neither group may feel particularly grateful. Many of the older people working are people who 
decided to defer retirement, perhaps after their portfolios or pensions took a hit. The gains in 
employment are even higher among the 60+ set than among the 55-and-overs. 

Still, it’s ironic to say the least that a president swept into power on a tsunami of young voter 
support has presided over a boom for the grannies and a bust for the kids. Logically, President 
Obama should expect to do somewhat better among senior citizens and worse among young 
people than in his first campaign — but logic often goes one way and politics another. 

We shall see. 

  
  
  
Jewish World Review 
Mixing and Matching  
by Thomas Sowell  
  
Apparently the soaring national debt and the threat of a nuclear Iran are not enough to occupy 
the government's time, because the Obama administration is pushing to force Westchester 
County, N.Y., to create more low-income housing, in order to mix and match classes and races 
to fit the government's preconceptions.  

Behind all this busy work for bureaucrats and ideologues is the idea that there is something 
wrong if a community does not have an even or random distribution of various kinds of people. 
This arbitrary assumption is that the absence of evenness or randomness — whether in 



employment, housing or innumerable other situations — shows a "problem" that has to be 
"corrected." 

No speck of evidence is considered necessary for this assumption to prevail at any level of 
government, including the Supreme Court of the United States. No one has to show the 
existence, much less the prevalence, of an even or random distribution of different segments of 
the population — in any country, anywhere in the world, or at any period of history. 

Nothing is more common than for people to sort themselves out when it comes to residential 
housing, whether by class, race or other factors. 

When there was a large Jewish population living on New York's lower east side, a century ago, 
Jews did not live at random among themselves. Polish Jews had their neighborhoods, 
Rumanian Jews theirs, and so on. Meanwhile German Jews lived uptown. In Chicago, when 
Eastern European Jews began moving into German Jewish neighborhoods, German Jews 
began moving out. 

It was much the same story in Harlem or in other urban ghettoes, where blacks did not live at 
random among themselves. Landmark scholarly studies by E. Franklin Frazier in the 1930s 
showed in detail how different neighborhoods within the ghettoes had people of different 
educational and income levels, with different male\female ratios and different ways of life living 
in different places. 

There was nothing random about it. Within Chicago's black community, the delinquency rate 
ranged from more than 40 percent in some black neighborhoods to less than 2 percent in other 
black neighborhoods. People sort themselves out. 

None of this was peculiar to blacks or Jews, or to the United States. When emigrants from 
Scotland went to Australia, the Scottish highlanders settled separately from the Scottish 
lowlanders. So did emigrants from northern Italy and southern Italy. 

Separate residential patterns that are visible to the naked eye, when the people are black and 
white, are also pervasive among people who physically all look alike. Charles Murray's eye-
opening new book, "Coming Apart," shows in detail how different segments of the white 
American population not only live separately from each other but have very different ways of life 
— and are growing increasingly remote from one another in beliefs and behavior. 

None of this matters to politicians and ideologues who are hell-bent to mix and match people 
according to their own preconceptions. Moreover, like many things that the government does, it 
does residential integration more crudely than when people sort themselves out. 

Back in the days when E. Franklin Frazier was doing his scholarly studies of the composition 
and expansion of black ghettoes, he found the most educated and cultured elements of the 
black communities living on the periphery of these communities. 

It was these kinds of people who typically led the expansion of the black community into the 
surrounding white communities. By contrast, government programs often take dysfunctional 
families from high crime ghetto neighborhoods and put them down in the midst of middle-class 
neighborhoods by subsidizing their housing. 



Whether these middle-class neighborhoods are already either predominantly black or 
predominantly white, the residents are often outraged at the increased crime and other behavior 
problems inflicted on them by politicians and bureaucrats. 

But their complaints usually fall on deaf ears. People convinced of their own superior wisdom 
and virtue have no time to spare for what other people want, whether in housing or health care 
or a whole range of other things. 

  
  

 
  



 
  

 
  
  
  



 
  
  
  
  

 
  
 


